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In this paper we consider the differential operators gb 2, 2t +2
2 and
derive for them Carleman type estimates with a special weight function
which in particular imply uniqueness in the Cauchy Problem for lower
order perturbations of related differential equations, e.g. for
\2t +22+: a: :+ u=0 in Q (0.1)
u= } } } =3& u=0 on 1,
where Q is a cylindrical domain 0_(0, T) in Rn+1 and 1 is a (cylindrical)
part of its lateral boundary 0_(0, T) such that conv hull 1=0. Here
|:|2, the coefficients a: depend on the both time and space variables and
are measurable and bounded. Actually, one of the goals of this study was
to obtain similar uniqueness results for the (nonlinear) system describing a
thin elastic plate
2t u&div(=(u)+ f ({w))=0 in Q
(0.2)
2t w&c2 
2
t w+2
2w&div(=(u)+ f ({w)) } {w=0,
where f ({w)=12{w{w. Indeed, we are able to derive from our results
on scalar operators in this paper and in the paper [4] that a regular (C5
is enough) solution to the system (0.2) is uniquely determined in the
domain Qo by the Cauchy data on 1 provided f # C4. The domain Qo /Q
depends on 1 and is explicitly described by some quadratic function. We
expect that other important systems of mathematical physics can be hand-
led in a similar manner. As shown in [6, 7] uniqueness in the Cauchy
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Problem implies (for certain 1 ) boundary controllability and also it plays
an important role in inverse problems. We expect that the results of this
paper about the Kirchhoff plate equations will lead to proofs of con-
trollability and boundary stabilization of important applied systems
considered in some cases in [2, 5].
We observe that both the equation (0.1) and the system (0.2) as well as
the simpler scalar equation for the Kirchhoff plate considered in section 1
have multiple characteristics and can not be included in the existing theory
of uniqueness in the Cauchy Problem [1, 4, 8]. Even the recent general
and remarkable result of Tataru [9] can not be applied here.
Notation. j=xj , xo=t, x$=(x1 , ..., xn&1, 0), : is the multiindex
(:o , ..., :n) with |:|=:o+ } } } +:n , : is the differentiation :oo } } } 
:n
n , gc is
c 2o&2 where 2 is the Laplace operator in the x-space R
n. In this paper
c is constant. Later on {ku denotes [:u : |:|=k, :o=0]. We will use the
weighted norm
&u&{,(Q)=\|Q |u| 2 e2{,+
12
.
In the proofs & &{, means & &{,(Q=) and & & means & &o . C denote (different)
constants which might depend on Q and =.
1. MAIN RESULTS
Introduce the weight function
,(x, t)=exp(*2(x21+ } } } +x
2
n&1+(xn+a)
2&%(t&T2)2&s)) (1.1)
and define the subdomain Q= of Q associated with , as follows
Q= Q & [x21+ } } } +x
2
n&1+(xn+a)
2&%(t&T2)2&s>=]. (1.2)
The parameters a, s will be chosen differently in the two following cases we
are considering:
Case 1. the origin is contained in 0, 1=(0, T )_0, then we let a=0,
s=0
Case 2. 0 is a part of a domain 0* with the C4-boundary and with the
closure in the subspace [xn<0], more precisely, 0=0* & [&H<xn],
1=(0, T )_#, where #=0 & 0*, then we let a>H, s=d2+(H&a)2
where d is sup |x$| over x # 0.
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Theorem 1.1. Assume that
0<c, 0<c%<1. (1.3)
Then for any large * there is constant C=C(*) such that
{12(&:wo&{,+&k 2wo &{,+&m 2owo&{,)C &gc 2wo&{, (1.4)
for all wo # C o (Q=) provided |:|2, k=0, ...., n, m=1, ..., n and {>C.
This so-called Carleman type estimate can be applied to different
problems, in particular it implies the following uniqueness of the continua-
tion result for the scalar equations of the Kirchhoff plate.
Consider the lateral Cauchy Problem
2t w&c 
2 2w+22w+: b; ; 2w+: a: :w=0 in Q (1.5)
 j&w= gj on 1, j=0, ..., 3 
:w # L2(Q) when |:|4, :o2, (1.6)
where the sums are over ;, |;|1, :, |:|2, and a: , b; # L(Q).
Theorem 1.2. Assume that in Case 1 %T 2>4r2 and in Case 2
%T 2>4H(2a&H) and that the condition (1.3) is satisfied. Then a solution to
the Cauchy Problem (1.5), (1.6) is unique in Qo .
We observe that in the Case 1 the uniqueness result is sharp because by
choosing % satisfying (1.3) and so that c% is arbitrarily close to 1 we can
derive from Theorem 1.2 uniqueness in the domain Q & [c |x| 2>
(t&T2)2] which is the sharp result when T is close to c122r. In Case 2 the
uniqueness domain is in more detail described in [3, section 1]. Although
the result is not sharp anymore, the domain (0_[T2])o is linearly
approaching 0_[T2] when T  .
Irena Lasiecka informed me that in some particular situations (special
equations and domains) uniqueness results can be obtained by the multi-
plier method which also gives Lipschitz stability (and therefore exact con-
trollability). More careful study of the Case 1 also will lead to Lipschitz
stability results but we will not describe them in this paper.
A similar result is valid for the rather general system of partial differen-
tial equations describing an elastic shell
2t u- div(=(u))+L1(x, t, w, {w, 2w, div(a{w))
=0 in Q/R3 (1.7)
2t w&c 
2
t 2w+2
2w+L2(x, t, w, {w, 2w, div(a{w), u, {u, {2u)=0,
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where L1 , L2 are linear functions of w, {w, div( } } } ), u, ..., {2u with the
coefficients in C3(Q ), a # C 3(0 ).
Theorem 1.3. A solution u # H(4)(Q), :w # L2(Q), |:|5, :o2 to the
system (1.7) in Q with the given Cauchy Data  j&u=uj , j=0, 1, 2,
m& w=wm , m=0, ..., 3, on 1 is unique in Qo .
Uniqueness in the lateral Cauchy problem for the linear system (1.7)
implies uniqueness of a solution u # C4(Q ), w # C5(Q ) of the Cauchy
problem for the nonlinear system (0.3) because by subtracting the equa-
tions for two possible solutions, applying the (integral ) mean value
theorems to differences of nonlinear terms and denoting by u, w the dif-
ferences of two solutions we obtain for u, w a system (1.7) and zero Cauchy
data on 1.
In the next results we let
(x, t)=exp(*2(x21+ } } } +x
2
n&1+(xn+a)
2
+(xo&T2)2&(a&H)2), 0<a (1.8)
and consider the domain Q=(0, T)_0 in the case 2). Now we define
Q= Q & [(x21+ } } } +x
2
n&1+(xn+a)
2+(xo&T2)2&(a&H)2)>=].
Theorem 1.4. There are large constants *, C such that
{12(&:uo&{+&;2uo &{)C &(2o+22) uo&{ (1.9)
for all uo # C o (Q=) provided |:|2, |:o |1, |;|1, ;o=0 and {>C.
Consider the Cauchy Problem
2ou+2
2u+: a; ; 2u+: a: :u=0 in Q (1.10)
 j&u= gj on 1, j=0, ..., 3, (1.11)
where the sums are over |:|2, :o1, |;|1, ;o=0 and a: are bounded
measurable functions on Q and :u # L2(Q) when 2:o+:1+ } } } +an4.
Theorem 1.5. A solution u to the Cauchy Problem (1.10), (1.11) is
unique on Q.
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2. PROOFS OF CARLEMAN TYPE ESTIMATES
We will derive Theorem 1.1 from the following results.
Theorem 2.1. For any large * there is a constant C(*) such that
{12&;v&{,C&2v&{, , v # C o (Q=) (2.1)
provided | ;|1, ;o=0 and {C.
Proof. First we will derive the Carleman estimates with the weight
function , on the n-dimensional domains Q(s)=0_[s], O<s<T by
verifying pseudoconvexity of ,(, s) with respect to the x-Laplacian 2. To
do so we consider the Levi form
H(‘)=: j k,P( j) P(k) (the sum is over j, k=1, ..., n),
where ‘=‘+i{{x ,, ! # Rn, P( j)(‘)=P(‘)‘j and P(‘)=‘ } ‘. As in
Lemma 3.1 of the paper [3] we have
H=H1+H2 ,
where
H1=*,(x, t)( |‘1 | 2+ } } } +|‘n | 2), H2=*2,(x, t)|x1 ‘1+ } } } +xn ‘n | 2.
Hence H(‘)=1 |‘| 2 and we have the strict pseudoconvexity of , and
therefore the Carleman type estimate
{12 | |;v(x, t)| 2 e2{,(x, t) dxC | |2v| 2 (x, t) e2{,(x, t) dx, v # C o (Q=).
Integrating with respect to t over (0, T ) we obtain the estimate (2.1). We
observe that a more careful analysis of the proofs in [1] and [4] shows
that C depends only on =1 and on the continuity modulo of the function
, and its second derivatives, so it might be choosen t-independent.
The proof is complete.
Theorem 2.2. If a constant c satisfies the conditions (1.3), then for any
large * there is C(*) such that
*12{12 &;w*&{,C &gcw*&{, , w* # C o (Q=) (2.2)
provided |;|1 and {>C.
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A proof of this result is given in [3], Theorem 1.1*, where there is a mis-
print: *3&2|:| must be replaced by *12{32&|:|.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We will show that
{12(&:w&{,+&k2w&{,+&gcw&{,+&mgcw&{,)C &gc2w&{, (2.3)
for all w # C o (Q=) when |:|2, :o {2, k=0, ..., n, m=1, ..., n.
Since
&2ow&{,=&c&1(gcw&2w)&{,C(&gcw&{,+&2w&{,)
&m 2o w&{,=&mc
&1(gcw&2w)&{,C(&mgcw&{,+&m2w&{,)
the bound (1.4) follows from the bounds (2.3).
To prove (2.3) we first make use of the estimate (2.1) with v=gcw to
obtain
{12(&gcw&{,+&mgcw&{,)C &gc 2w&{, . (2.4)
Similarly, from (2.2) with w*=2w we get
{12(&2w&{,+&k 2w&{,)C &gc2w&{, . (2.5)
Applying again (2.2) with w*=w, w*=mw we will have
{12 &:w&{,C \&gcw&{,+: &mgcw&{,+ , (2.6)
where the sum is over m=1, ..., n, and |:|2, :o {2.
Combining (2.4)(2.6) gives (2.3).
The proof is complete.
A similar decomposition argument works for Theorem 1.4, but now
instead of isotropic Carleman estimates in [1] we will use their anisotropic
versions in [4].
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We will show that
{12(&:u&{,+&(io&2) u&{,+&;(io&2) u&{,)
C &(2o+2
2) u&{, , u # C o (Q=) (2.7)
when |:|2, :o=0, |;|1, ;o=0. Since replacing t by &t does not
change properties of the Schrodinger operator the inequality (2.7) is valid
also with io&2 replaced by io+2.
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Since
&ou&{,+&2u&{,&(io+2) u&{,+&(io&2) u&{,
and we have this inequality with ;u instead of u, the estimate (2.7) and the
estimate with &io instead of io imply (1.9).
To prove (2.7) we remind the Carleman-type estimate for the
Schrodinger equation
{12 &;v&{C &(io+2) v&{ (2.8)
provided |;|1, ;o=0 and {>C. The estimate (2.8) follows from the
results of the paper [4, Corollary 6.3 and its proof] and is valid when +2
is replaced by &2.
We make use of (2.8) with v=(io&2) u to obtain
{12(&io&2) u&{+&;(io&2) u&{)C &(2o+2
2) u&{ . (2.9)
Similarly we use (2.8) with &2 to obtain this estimate with +2 instead of
&2.
Applying again (2.8) with v=;u, |;|1, ;o=0 (and with &2 instead
of 2), we will have
{12 &:u&{C\&(io&2) u&{+: &;(io&2) u&{+ (2.10)
provided |:|2, :o=0.
Combining the both inequalities (2.9) (with &2 and +2) and (2.10)
gives (2.7).
The proof is complete.
3. PROOFS OF UNIQUENESS IN THE CAUCHY PROBLEMS
Carleman estimates in some standard way can be applied to obtain
uniqueness (and stability) in the lateral Cauchy problems. However we will
repeat this argument in some detail because in our case it is not quite clear
what ‘‘lower order terms’’ mean and if it is clear whether our Carleman
estimates suffice to treat them.
In the proofs we will make use of the following well-known Leibniz’ for-
mula of the differentiation of product of functions
P(/w)=: :/P(:)w:!, where P(:)(!)=:!P(!), :!=:o ! } } } :n! (3.1)
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. To prove uniqueness we assume that the Cauchy
data for w are zero and will show that w=0 on Q3= for any =>0.
The Carleman estimates of Theorem 1.1 are valid on compactly sup-
ported functions. To use them we introduce a cut-off function
/ # C(Rn+1) which is 1 on Q3= and zero on Q="Q3= . Since the Cauchy
data of w are zero on 1 and the conditions on T guarantee that
Q="Q/1, the function wo=/w and its derivatives :wo , |:|4, :o2,
are the L2-limits (as $  0) of :w$ where w$ # C(Q=). Hence the estimate
(1.4) is valid for wo .
From the Leibniz’ formula (3.1) it follows that
gc 2wo=/gc 2w+: bk k 2w+: cm m 2ow+: a: 
:w,
where the sums are over k=0, ..., n, m=1, ..., n, |:|2, and bk , cm ,
a: # L(Q). Since w solves the equation (1.5) we conclude that
|gc 2wo | 2C \: |k 2w| 2+: |m 2ow| 2+: |:w| 2+ on Q= .
Multiplying the both parts by e{,, integrating over Q= and using Theorem
1.1 (with some fixed *) we get
{ \: &:wo&2{,+: &k 2wo &2{,+: &m 2owo&2{,
C\: &:w&2{,+: &k 2w&2{,+: &m 2ow&2{,+ .
Shrinking the integration domain in the left side to Q3= , observing that
wo=w there we replace in the inequality wo by is and the L2(Q=)-norms in
the left side by the L2(Q3=)-norms. Splitting the integration domain in the
right side into Q3= and Q="Q3= and choosing {>2C we will cancel the
integrals over Q3= in the right side to obtain
{\: &:w&2{,(Q3=)+: &k 2w&2{,(Q3=)+: &m2ow&2{, (Q3=)+
C\: &:w&2{,(Q="Q3=)+: &k 2w&2{,(Q= "Q3=)
+: &m 2ow&2{, (Q="Q3=)+ .
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According to the definition of Q= we have ,8 on Q="Q3= and 8<
on Q= where 8 is the value of , at a joint point of closures of Q= and of
Q3= "Q= . Replacing , in the integrals by 8 and diving the both parts of the
last inequality by e28 we finally arrive to the inequality
{\: &:w| | 2(Q3=)+: &k 2w&2 (Q3=)+: &m 2ow&2 (Q3=)+
C\: &:w&2 (Q= "Q3=)+: &k 2w&2 (Q="Q3=)
+: &m 2o w&
2 (Q="Q3=)+
Letting {   we conclude that w=0 on Q3= .
The proof is complete.
A similar scheme will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3 which is
however much more complicated due to the structure of the (uncoupled)
system of equations and to the use of quite strong estimates from [3] in
addition to Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. To use the Carleman Estimates for scalar equa-
tions we will derive from our system (1.7) a new system whose ‘‘principal
part’’ is scalar.
Let E be the linear elasticity matrix differential operator 2t I-div(=) where
=jk(u)=12(k uj+juk) is the stress tensor. Here j, k=1, 2, and I is the
identity matrix in R2. Observe that E=12(g2 I&|j k | ) and introduce
the co-operator Eco=(2g1 I+|j k | ). It is known (and easy to check)
that EcoE=g2g1I.
Using these remarks and applying the operator Eco to the first two equa-
tions (1.7) and differentiating the last equation with respect to x1 , x2 we
arrive to the following system
g2g1 u=L3(x, t, w, ow, {w, 2ow, o{w, {
2w,
{2ow, {
2o w, {3w, 2o{
2w, {22w)
(3.2)
2t w&c 
2
t 2w+2
2w=L4(x, t, u, {u, {2u, w, {w, {2w) in Q
2t mw&c 
2
t 2mw+2
2mw=L4m(x, t, u, ..., {3u, w, ..., {3w),
where m=1, 2. In the first equations the dependence on {4w is specific due
to the relations
|j k | div(a{w)=L(x, t, w, {w, {2w, {3w, {22w),
where L is a linear functions of w, ..., {2 2w with L(Q)-coefficients.
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Bounding from (3.2) the left side of the first two equations by the sum
of the terms in the right side we obtain
|g2g1uj | 2C\: |:w| 2+: |; 2ow| 2+: |;2w| 2+ , (3.3)
where the sums are over |:|3, :o2, |;|2, ;o=0. Observe that
&c 2o 2+2
2=&gc 2. Referring the terms 2o w, 
2
o mw to the right side
of the last three equations (3.2) we similarly obtain
|gc 2w| 2+|gc 2mw| 2C\: |:uj | 2+: |;w| 2+ on Q, (3.4)
where the sums are over :, ;, such that |:|3, |;|3, ;o2 and
j, m=1, 2.
Let / be a C(R3)-function such that /=1 on Q3= and /=0 on Q=Q3= .
Since the Cauchy data of u, w are zero on 1 and due to the choice of T
this surface is contained in Qo the functions uo=/u, wo=/w and their
derivatives :uo , |:|4, and ;wo , |;|5, ;o2, are L2(Qo)-limits (as
$  0) of :u$ , ;w$ where u$ , w$ # C o (Q=)-functions, so we can apply to
them Carleman estimates of Theorem 1.1 and of the paper [3]. On other
hand by using the Leibniz’ formula (3.1) we can see that
g2g1 uoj=/g2g1u+: a: :u, gc 2wo=/g# 2w+: b; ;w
gc 2 mwo=/gc 2mw+: c# # 2ow+: d$ 
$2w+: b*; ;w, (3.5)
where the sums are over :, |:|3, ;, |;|3, ;o2, #, |#|2, #o=0, $,
|$|2, $o1, and a: , b; , c# and d$ are some functions in L(Q). The
most delicate part is the formula for g2 mwo and we give some detail.
From (3.1) with P()=c 2o 2 1&1 2
2 we have
P(1, 1, 1)=2o 1 2, P(0, 1, 0)=c 2o2+2c 
2
o
2
1&2
2&42 21 , P
(0, 0, 1)
=4c 2o 12&42 12
so the fourth order terms with respect to w are either c# # 2o w or d$ 
$2w.
The third order terms do not involve t-differentiation of order higher than
2, so they have the form b*; ;w.
From (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we have
|g2g1uoj | 2CM, (3.6)
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where
M=: |:uj | 2+: |;w| 2+: |$2w| 2+: |# 2ow|
2
and the sums are over :, ;, #, $, satisfying the conditions in (3.5), j=1, 2
and similarly
|gc 2wo | 2+|gc 2 mwo | 2CM. (3.7)
Summing the inequalities (3.6) and (3.7), multiplying the result by e2{,
and integrating over Q= we obtain
: &g2 g1 uoj&2{,+&gc 2wo &
2
{,+&gc 2{wo &
2
{,
C\: &:uj &2{,+: &;w&2{,+: &$2w&2{,+: &# 2ow&2{,+ . (3.8)
By Theorem 1.1 of [3] for any large * there are Co and C1(*) such that
* : {6&2 |:| &:uoj&2{,+{ : &k g2ujo &
2
{,Co &g1g2 ujo&
2
{, (3.9)
when {C1(*).
From (3.8), (3.9) and Theorem 1.1 (with large *) we obtain
: (C &1o *{
6&2 |:| &:uoj&2{,+C
&1(*) {(&;wo&2{,
+&# 2owo&
2
{,+&
$2wo&2{,))
C : (&:uj&2{,+&
;w&2{,+&
# 2o w&
2
{,+&
$2w&2{,), (3.10)
where the sums are over j=1, 2, |:|3, |;|3, ;o2, |#|2, #o=0,
|$|2, $o1.
Choose (and fix)
*>2CoC (3.11)
and assume that {>1.
As in the proof of Theorem 1.2 we shrink the integration domain in the
norms of the left side of (3.10) to Q3= where uo=u and wo=w, split the
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integration domains in the integrals of the right side into Q3= and Q="Q3=
and using the choice of * in (3.11) and choosing {>2CC(*) we absorb the
integrals over Q3= from the right side by half of the left side we obtain the
inequality
{ \: &uj&2{,(Q3=)+&w&2{, (Q3=)+C : (&:uj&2{, (Q="Q3=)
+&;w&2{, (Q="Q3=)+&# 2ow&2{, (Q="Q3=)+&$2w&2{, (Q="Q3=)).
As in the proof of Theorem 1.2 replacing , by its infimum 8 over Q3= and
supremum over Q="Q3= which are equal and dividing the both parts by
e2{8 we will have
{ \: &uj&2(Q3=)+&w&2 (Q3=)+C : (&:uj &2 (Q=)+&;w&2 (Q=)
+&# 2ow&2 (Q=)+&$2w&2 (Q=)),
where && is the L2-norm and we increased the integration domains in the
right side. Letting {   we conclude that uj=0, w=0 on Q3= .
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. To prove uniqueness we assume that the Cauchy
Data are zero and will show that u=0 on any Q v with the closure in
Q _ 1.
Any such Q v is contained in the set [&H+= v <xn<0, = v <t<T&= v ]
for some positive = v. We will make use of the substitution t=t*, xj=xj* ,
1 jn&1, xn=xn*+h(t) where h is a C-smooth non-negative function
such that h=0 on (= v , T&= v ), h(0)=h(T )=H. Directly from the Chain
Rule one can see that the form of the equation (1.10) in new
V-variables is the same, while the surface 1 is ‘‘t-curved’’ to 1* for t near
0 and T so that 1 & [&H<xn*]=Q* & [&H<xn*]. Observe that Q v
remaines unchanged. From now on we will drop V .
Let ==23(a&H) = v += v23 then Q v /Q3= . Due to our definition of Q=
we can find (large) a so that Q= & Q/1.
Let / be a C(Rn+1)-function such that /=1 on Q3= and /=0 on
Q="Q2= . Since the Cauchy data are zero on Q= & Q the function uo=/u
and all its derivatives :u, ;2u, 22u, 2t u are the L
2(Q=)-limits of :u$ ,
;2u$ , 22u$ , 2ou$ where u$ are functions in C

o (Q=). Therefore the
estimate (1.9) is valid for our function uo .
By using the Leibniz’ formula (3.1) one can show that
(2t +2
2) uo=/(2t +2
2) u+: a; ;2u+: a: :u,
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where a: are some bounded and measurable functions (depending on /)
and the sums are over the same : and ; as in (1.10). Since u solves the
equation (1.10) we have that
|(2t +2
2) uo | 2C(=) \: |;2u| 2+: |:u| 2+ on Q= .
By using Theorem 1.4 we conclude that
{ \: &:uo &2{+: &;2uo &2{+C\: &:u&2{+: &;2u&2{+ ,
where the norms are over Q= . Shrinking the integration domains in the left
side to Q3= , observing that uo=u there we replace in this inequality uo by
u and the L2(Q=)-norms in the left side by the L2(Q3=)-norms. Splitting the
integration domains in the right side into Q3= and Q= "Q3= and choosing
{>2C we cancel the integrals over Q3= in the right side to obtain
{ \: &:u&2{(Q3=)+: &;2u&2{(Q3=)+
2C\: &:u&2{(Q="Q3=)+: &;2u&2{(Q="Q3=)+ .
By the definition <9 on Q="Q3= and 9< on Q3= where 9 is the value
of  at a joint point of closures of the both domains. Replacing  in the
integrals by 9 and dividing the both parts of the new inequality by e2{9 we
finally arrive to the inequality
{ \: &:u&2(Q3=)+: &;2u&2(Q3=)+
C(=) \: &:u&2(Q"Q3=)+: &;2u&2(Q"Q3=)+ .
Letting {  + we obtain that u=0 on Q3= . Since Q v /Q3= we have
u=0 on Q v.
The proof is complete.
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